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Abstract— Rapid e-transactions are possible today in many areas of application, which creates a need 

for rapid resolution of legal conflicts potentially deriving from them. We conjecture that this will lead 

to the development of e-laws, e-regulations, e-judgments, and e-enforcement, to be quickly and auto-

matically executed when conflictual situations occur. Examples of possible application of these ideas 

are found in cloud computing, privacy, security, e-business. It is shown that some principles for the 

implementation of these ideas can be found in the history of law, starting from very ancient legal 

systems that looked like sets of logic axioms or computer programs, reflecting the will of the legislator 

to tightly control the judicial authorities. The role of ontologies for creating complex legal systems, 

useful to formalize e-laws, is discussed. Principles of consistency and completeness of legal systems 

are briefly presented. The relevance of Artificial Intelligence methods for e-judgments is briefly eval-

uated. The principles presented in this work have potential for application in future automated cyber-

laws contexts. 

Keywords – electronic commerce; electronic laws; electronic judgments; electronic courts; electronic 

enforcement; legal ontologies; completeness of law; consistency of law; cyberlaws. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Rapid e-transactions are possible today in many area of e-business, but there are no mechanisms 
to quickly address conflictual situations that may derive from them.  However in many cases the 
law to be applied is clear and evidence can be gathered in the Web by well-known mechanisms, 
including e-auditing and e-forensics. We conjecture that the need for rapid decision of litigation in 
such contexts will lead to e-laws and e-regulations, to be used by automatic e-courts, leading to e-
judgments and e-enforcement, and we present principles that can be used for the development of 
these concepts. 

In Section II we present several examples of situations where these concepts could be useful, in 
the areas of cloud computing, privacy, security, e-business. The rest of the paper deals with concepts 
that can be used for the formulation of precise e-laws, e-regulations and e-judgments. In Section 
III, we leap back thousands of years to show that some structuring ideas that could be used for the 
formulations of e-laws were known in ancient civilizations. In Section IV we show how ontologies 
can be used to precisely structure legal systems. In Section V we deal with the problem of com-
pleteness and consistency of legal systems. Section VI briefly addresses the use of artificial intelli-
gence methods to arrive at e-judgments. Section VII  discusses enforcement and e-penalties. Section 
VIII discusses some problem of implementation, and possible extensions. 

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES 

Following are some examples showing the practical usefulness of the concept of e-judgment in 
e-business and related contexts. Several other examples can be generated with some imagination.  

                                                           
1 A first version of this paper appeared in CYBERLAWS 2011, Proc. of the 2nd International Conference on Tech-

nical and Legal Aspects of the e-Society, Guadeloupe, Feb. 2011, 22-28. The paper was last updated in August 

2018, but the references are updated only to the date of publication. 
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Example 1: Compensation for airline delays. A country decides to legislate compensation for 
airline delays not justified by weather conditions, and it institutes an e-court to award it. A user can 
submit electronically a complaint, and the e-court checks the available flight delay notifications, 
passenger lists and weather reports. The judgment is rendered within seconds. Compensation can 
also arrive very quickly if an electronic trust fund is set up. 

Example 2: Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) for telecom or cloud computing. Subject A leases 
a line or contracts a cloud computing agreement with operator B. They agree that entity C will 
arbitrate any disagreements, and they deposit with C an electronic, formalized SLA, specifying 
certain elements of QoS (Quality of Service), as well as penalties for non-compliance. Later A has 
reason to believe that the promised QoS is not being delivered, and advises B, who disagrees. A 
then contacts C, who performs some tests or consults existing logs and agrees with A, therefore it 
sends B an order to pay A a penalty. This is completed within seconds (concepts needed to under-
stand this example are elaborated in [18]). 

Example 3: Privacy protection. Suppose that a web query tries to access an external database, 
but the database access control system denies access on grounds of privacy protection. The request-
ing agent may have been programmed to appeal this decision by automatically sending a query to 
an electronic system set up by a body such as a Privacy Commissioner. The latter, after considering 
the privacy status of the requesting agent and of the data being requested, may prescribe that access 
should be provided.  This e-judgment would be sent to the database access control system, which 
would allow access.  

Example 4: Security. This is an area were many types of violations can occur, some of which 
can be reliably logged. Some of these can be covered by laws or regulations for which the premises 
can be objectively checked. If an independent, certified log exists that A’s machine has tried to 
snoop in B’s, B’s machine can automatically request that A by fined, or requested to pay damages 
by an e-court. Similar examples can be found in the areas of privacy and copyrights. 

Example 5:  Electronic bidding. A government provides regulations for electronic bidding pro-
cesses. Bidders deal with individual departments, but a central e-authority has been set up for ap-
peals of contractors against decisions of the departments, regarding compliance with governmental 
regulations. Departments whose software is not up to date with the current regulations may see their 
decisions automatically reversed. Suppose that recently the central authority has simplified bidding 
procedures, but this has not yet been implemented locally. 

Example 6: Tax law. Local tax laws may be in contradiction with principles of state or federal 
law. Or some businesses could charge taxes according to erroneous criteria. Since in many situa-
tions taxes are calculated by computer, can these calculations be corrected rapidly by intervention 
of an e-authority?  

Example 7: E-commerce. An online buyer receives goods that do not have the advertised char-
acteristics, or receives them later than promised. Can a quick decision on fair compensation be 
reached with the help of an e-authority? 

Note that today situations such as these may require the involvement of regular courts.  
Once these judicial or quasi-judicial processes are put in place, one can see that in time more 

areas of application will open up, especially in situations where decisions can be taken in terms of 
elementary facts and basic reasoning. The areas of commercial and financial law seem to be prime 
candidates.  

III. LEGISLATIVE STYLE: HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS 

Objections to the use of mechanical means for legal judgments are often related to the idea that 
the interpretation and application of the law must take into consideration factors of a human nature. 
How does one teach computers equity, fairness, or ethics? However, in many areas, the law is clear-
cut and does not depend on these factors.   
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Interestingly, human factors don’t seem to have always had a role in law. Many ancient codes 
are written in very objective styles, probably reflecting the will of rulers that their decrees be fol-
lowed strictly. The idea of judges as wise individuals capable of assessing human circumstances 
and dosing decisions accordingly has not always been present.  

We will show in this section that some structuring concepts that are important for the design of 
electronic legal system have been known for a very long time, some in fact from the historically 
recorded beginnings of legislation. The following examples are only a few out of many that could 

be cited. 

A. Ancient examples of precisely formulated laws 

The first codes that we know are the Sumerian and Babylonian codes of 4000 years ago. These 
codes were written in a precise, concise and factual style that is familiar in IT today. Here is an 
article from the Ur-Nammu code, said to be the earliest law code known [24]: 

“If a man had let an arable field to a(nother) man for cultivation, but he did not cultivate it, 

turning it into wasteland, he shall measure out three kur of barley per iku of field.” 
We find here the Event-Condition-Action (ECA) style that is familiar in event-driven architec-

tures and active database system [4]. Further, the event consists of three parts: subject, verb (or 
trigger), object according to the structure familiar in access control systems, e.g., in the XACML 
language [17], namely: 

Subject: a man 

Verb, or Trigger: did not cultivate, turning it into wasteland 

Object: an arable field 

Condition: which he had let from another man 

Action: he shall measure out three kur of barley per iku of field 
Here the action is a penalty, with a precise method to measure it. In other cases in this code the 

action is a legal effect, such as the loss of property. There are also articles that do not quite fit this 
pattern, but will fit other patterns that can be formalized. It might be noted that these simple rules 
involve more legal structure than we can discuss in this paper. In the example above the Condition 
is a legal precondition involving the property right of another man and the contract of lease.  

The famous code of Hammurabi of about 300 years later [15] follows the same style, is much 
more extensive, and is worth reading (although not for people averse to cruel and extreme punish-
ments…). 

The Chinese Tang code of year 653 A.D. [5] is another example of a code which is remarkable 
for its clear style and the intricate decisional procedures it describes. Essentially it is ECA, with few 
legal concepts. But in terms of Computer Science, one can recognize well-known concepts such as 
method invocation with parameters, loops with arithmetic, if statements, case statements etc., in the 
action part, for the calculation of penalties. 

Here are two articles from this code: 
Ex. 1: “In cases in which someone at first hit a person …, and then snatched his goods, calcu-

late the value of the stolen goods to apply the law on robbery by force. When death resulted, the 

sentence is exile with labour. When he took the goods by stealth, use the law on robbery by stealth, 

but increase the penalties one degree. When killing or injuring resulted, apply the laws on inten-

tional battery.” 

 Ex. 2: “Those who plant public or private land they do not have rights to are liable to a beating 

of thirty strokes for the first mu or less, increasing one degree for each five mu. After the penalty 

reaches one hundred strokes, it increases a degree for every ten mu. The maximum penalty is one 

and a half years penal servitude. The penalty is reduced one degree if the land had been unculti-

vated. If force was used, the penalty is increased one degree. The crops belong to the government 
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or the owner. ” 
In these starkly simple laws we can see the convergence of two conceptual worlds: the real world 

where situations can take many different aspects, sometimes difficult to classify precisely; and the 
logical world where a definite, verifiable decision has to be reached by logical deduction. The in-
terface between the two worlds is impersonated by the judge, who has to map the complexity of the 
reality into a template leading to the decision. 

B. Precisely regulated legal process: the Roman formula process 

The Roman civil law formula procedure [14] is another example of tightly controlled legal pro-
cedure of the past, in some cases reducing the final phase of the process to simple fact finding, 
followed by a logical deduction. Essentially, for each type of litigation there were pre-set formulae 
consisting of several parts where the main elements of the litigation were expressed in precise, 
stylized language. In the first phase of this process, the plaintiff approached a magistrate and the 
magistrate convened the defendant. The three consulted and the magistrate produced, with the 
agreement of all, a formula and the name of a judge. The judge was essentially an arbitrator, who 
was responsible for the second phase, where he carried out the instructions of the formula, resulting 
in a legally binding decision. 

The components of the simplest formulae were the Demonstration, the Intention, the Adjudica-
tion, the Condemnation. The following description of the four basic elements is partly paraphrased 
from [14]. 

The principal function of the Demonstration was to indicate the subject matter of dispute (the 
cause of the action, the title of the plaintiff’s right, the origin of his claim), as in the following 
example: “Whereas A sold a slave to B” or, “Whereas A and B have asked to be assigned a judge 
for the partition of a farm”. The Demonstration expressed preconditions that were uncontested 
between the parties. 

In the Intention, the claim of the plaintiff was expressed in conditional form, thus:  “If it is proved 
that A ought to convey the sum of … to B” or: “If it is proved that the slave in question belongs to 
A” or yet: “If it is proved that A has given silver to B, and A has kept it in bad faith”. 

The Adjudication empowered the judge to transfer ownership to one of the litigants, and oc-
curred most commonly in the actions for partitioning an inheritance, for dividing common property 
between co-partners, and for determining boundaries between neighboring landholders, e.g.: “Let 
the portion of the property that ought to be transferred to A be transferred to him.”  

The Condemnation empowered the judge to condemn or absolve the defendant, thus: “If it is 
proved, condemn A to pay B the sum of … ; if it is not proved, let him be absolved”.  

These components could be varied in many ways, and other components were possible: this type 
of process was in use for hundreds of years and had to be adapted to many situations. In particular, 
there were elements by which each party could state other facts and respective rebuttals (Excep-
tions), all to be checked by the judge. This created a nested structure in the formula. 

The formula was essentially an instantiation of the law for a specific case. It reduced what could 
be complex law into a format whose core was essentially ECA, Event-Condition-Action: the Event 
is specified in the Intention, the Condition in the Demonstration and in the Intention, and the Action 
in the Adjudication or in the Condemnation.  In simple cases, the formula could be set up in such a 
way that the judge did not need to know the law, and had simply to check facts, i.e., whether the 
condition in the Intention was true or false (which he could do by using witnesses, inspection, etc.) 
The Adjudication or Condemnation followed by a simple syllogism [14], i.e., an elementary deduc-
tion in predicate calculus.  

Reference [7] cites a view by which this procedure was “one whose rapidity, brevity and effec-
tiveness has, perhaps, never been equaled” and it goes on by saying that this view is an understate-
ment. Very few magistrates were sufficient for administering the law in a bustling city. 
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 Today, stylized and agreed formulae are used in legal documents such as land transfer acts, 
insurance contracts, etc. but not normally in judicial procedures. 

C. What can be learned from these precedents 

From the Sumerian and Tang codes we can learn that many straightforward laws and regulations 
can be formulated in ECA style and then easily compiled into software code. A natural choice would 
be to compile them into a logic-based programming language such as Prolog. Once the facts are 
determined, decisions are reached automatically. The external interface for a system designed to 
provide the applicable decisions in real cases could be implemented by clickable boxes. When the 
facts have been determined and the boxes clicked accordingly by the judge, the sentence is auto-
matic. 

But of course modern legal systems are much more complex. The formula system of the Romans 
provided a step through which legal decision-making was simplified: from it we can learn that, even 
in complex legal systems, the decision criteria for many legal cases can be expressed in ECA format 
after instantiation. In Roman times, it was the magistrate who instantiated the law in ECA form. In 
order to use this method in modern e-business systems, an analysis and classification of common 
legal complaints in this environment could be performed and then, following the law, appropriate 
formula templates for each of them could be set up in a web server. The plaintiff would scan the 
available formulae to compose one that matches her complaint, and would fill it with her parame-
ters.  In common text, a formula (really, an e-summons) may run roughly as follows: “Whereas A 
claims to have been in a delayed flight of airline B (details here): If A’s claim is proved, B must pay 
A the sum of $X for every hour of delay after 6 hours”. Similar tools can be available for the de-
fendant: upon receiving an e-summons, the defendant can be prompted with possible e-responses, 
e.g. the airline may be prompted with a template where it could tick: “This delay was justified by 
bad weather conditions”. It is possible that all necessary information to decide this case can be 
automatically checked on public computer files. Alternatively, a remote human arbitrator (or even 
a jury) can be appointed who would examine evidence and fill in templates that would lead to 
automatic decisions.  

Such procedures could consist of several steps. For example, if it is impossible to reach a verdict 
on the base of the available information, there could be formulae to request the parties to make 
available additional information.  

The very existence of such efficient mechanisms may lead to quick agreements between the 
parties, without even having to use them. Although popular e-business providers such as eBay offer 
complaint procedures, they are not beyond improvement. 

IV. THE ROLE OF ONTOLOGIES 

A. Ontologies of subjects and objects 

From a modern point of view, the very ancient codes we have mentioned have the shortcoming 
of being applicable only in very specific, punctual situations. Legal experts have long ago learned 
how to achieve greater generality by the use of structured concepts, called ontologies.  

For example, the Ur-Nammu article of law given above can be generalized by introducing a 
classification of things that can be let, a classification of types of damages, and a classification of 
possible penalties. Such classifications can be represented in precise form by the use of ontologies. 

Trivially, in a situation where there are two things that can be let: fields or houses, and two 
possible damages, burning or flooding, a norm of the type: “If a man had let something to another 
man, but he damaged it, he shall pay the value of the thing to the other man” can be instantiated in 
four possible ways:  
“If a man had let a field to another man, but he burned it …” 
“If a man had let a field to another man, but he flooded it …” 
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“If a man had let a house to another man but he burned it …” 
Etc.  

Such ontologies and instantiations are used by law people when they apply the law. They origi-
nate from daily life knowledge, specialized knowledge such as engineering, or purely legal 
knowledge.  

The term ontology has a history in philosophy. It has become a keyword in Computer Science, 
with a somewhat different meaning, and it is in its second meaning that will be used here. An on-
tology in this sense is definition of a set of concepts together with their relationships. Various ways 
of representing ontologies are: sets of logical axioms involving constants, data types, or diagrams 
(e.g., UML diagrams). Many different ontologies can be present, explicitly or implicitly, in a legal 
system. For example, inheritance law involves (at least) an ontology describing the structure of a 
family, an ontology describing rights that the deceased may hold, an ontology describing the objects 
on which rights can be held, an ontology of the structure of wills.  

By expressing relations in ontologies, powerful generalizations can be obtained. Following are 
some examples. 

Judges and lawyers generalize the application of law by using analogical thinking. But this is 
based on implicit similarity relationships and assumptions (i.e., ontologies) such as: a norm that 
applies to x also applies to y if x is similar to y. 

The Islamic legal system is one of many legal systems where analogical thinking has a very 
important role. In the Koran, the use of wine is forbidden because of its intoxicating effects.  Islamic 
tradition then forbids the use of intoxicating drugs. This is an application of the argument a fortiori 
(for stronger reasons). This reasoning can be modeled in logic with the help of an ontology, which 
in this case is a partial order between intoxicating media, including the fact: wine < drugs. Then we 
need an axiom, e.g:  

x< y → (Forbidden(x) → Forbidden(y)) 
If we wish to model the fact that performing a more serious offence involves a more serious 

penalty, then we need to add an ontology for penalties, with a partial order among penalties, and a 
corresponding axiom. For example, in an enterprise there may be an ontology of degrees of confi-
dentiality of the type UnClassified < Classified < Secret < TopSecret.  There may also be a hierar-
chy of degrees of protection. Then it is possible to introduce axioms stating that for higher degrees 
of confidentiality, there must be higher degrees of protection, or stiffer penalties in case of breaches. 

Many types of legal reasoning can be implemented precisely by defining appropriate ontologies. 
So an e-law should contain not only rules (such as ECA-style rules), but also the appropriate ontol-

ogies and axioms needed to define the full extent of the rules [25].  

B. Ontologies of legal concepts 

Sophisticated legal ontologies can be found in ancient legal texts, and others, mathematically 
precise ones, are being developed today [6]. However all these ontologies are outside the law, a fact 
that has consequences as we will note later..  

The Roman ‘Law of the XII tables’ (fifth Century BC) said in Table III [23]: 
“A person who admits to owing money or has been adjudged to owe money must be given 30 

days to pay”. 
So here we have the right of the creditor to the money in a specific time span. And: 
“After then, the creditor can lay hands on him and haul him to court”.  
So here is the power of the creditor to take the debtor to court.  
Much of modern western legal theory is constructed in terms of concepts such as these. 
The American jurist Wesley N. Hohfeld (1879-1918) developed a well-known ontology of these 

concepts, as follows: 
Jural opposites: 1. Right/No-Right 2. Privilege/Duty 3. Power/Disability 4. Immunity/Liability 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debt
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Jural correlatives: 1. Right/Duty 2. Privilege/No-Right 3. Power/Liability 4. Immunity/Disabil-
ity. 

Reference [21] proposed a representation of this ontology in terms of two conceptual squares: 
the obligative square and the potestative square. The obligative square is as follows: 

 

 
 

While the potestative square is: 

 
 
There are connections between the two squares. For example, one subject’s right may be pro-

tected through that subject’s power to activate her right against another subject. If a subject A has 
a right of accessing a data base, then the provider B of the data base has a duty to make it available, 
and A has the power of asking access, to which B is subject. However if the database is provided 
by B on a purely voluntary base, A has no right to which corresponds the privilege of B to make it 
available. A is not able to ask for access, and B is immune from A’s claims. 

These two squares are already implicit in Hohfeld’s work. References [20] Ch. 19 and [21], 
complete this work by providing formal definitions of the concepts in terms of deontic concepts of 
obligation and permission.  

Many important legal concepts are based on the concepts just mentioned. Hence, the precise 
formal expression of Hohfeld’s ontology continues to be the subject of much interesting research. 

Reference [8] presents various ontological networks of legal concepts, not related to Hohfeld’s 
and mostly related to criminal law. 

Many legal concepts are fairly precisely specified, but their complete formalization is elusive. It 
is elusive because they have to remain adaptable to the many situations of real life. And it is elusive 
because they involve reference to many concepts that one can try to formalize by using complex 
ontologies, higher order logics, modal logics, etc. Even if complete formalization could be achieved, 
automatic derivation of consequences from such complex logical systems would be daunting, be-
cause of intrinsic computational complexity. Laws include at best only fragments of ontologies, 
which, as the people of law well know, can be completed in different ways, thus changing the 
meaning of the law. These are all legally possible interpretation, if the related ontologies are plau-
sible. In other words, the interpretation of the law depends on concepts outside the law. 

 
 
 

Right correlative Duty

opposite

NoRight correlative Privilege

opposite

Power correlative Subjection

opposite

Disability correlative Immunity

opposite
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V. CHECKING LEGAL SYSTEMS FOR CONSISTENCY AND COMPLETENESS 

The matters of legal systems consistency and completeness were addressed in ref. [1], with cita-
tions to earlier work in Philosophy of Law. The remarks of these authors are still valid today. A 
legal system that is incomplete may not be able to infer a decision for legally relevant situations; a 
system that is inconsistent may be able to infer more than one decision. The author has presented 
some considerations on this topic in [9] and we should not repeat what has already been published. 
We will present here some concepts in order to complete the outlook of this paper. When real-life 
legal systems are (or appear to be) inconsistent or incomplete, this is taken care of by the (human) 
judges who use their discretion and knowledge (both of the law and of real life) to interpret the law. 
Equity and analogy are often used: what is a fair decision in this case? What was the intent of the 
legislator? Are there similar situations for which there is a known solution? We have seen that such 
thinking can be represented to some extent by using ontologies, however for complex reasoning we 
straddle in the area of Artificial Intelligence methods, see below.  

From logic we know that first-order theories that include a significant portion of the theory of 
natural numbers cannot be both consistent and complete. However in practice some consistency 
and completeness checks can be performed by assuming a small, finite number of elements in the 
theory. In this case these problems reduce to the problems of consistency and completeness in prop-
ositional calculus, and can be addressed by the use of satisfaction algorithms. Although the best 
known satisfaction algorithms are of exponential complexity, in practice they lead to solutions in 
reasonable time in most cases [14]. In other words, partial completeness and complexity checks are 
often feasible.  

Consistency. An interesting discussion of the use of ‘preferences’ to resolve inconsistencies in 
law and ethics is presented in [20] Ch. 7. This solution is similar to resolution methods already 
known in computing: sets of rules where inconsistencies can occur are ranked in order of priority 
and only the highest ranking rule is used in case of conflict. 

Completeness. What does it mean for a set of rules to be complete? If complete and finite ontol-
ogies exist, it may be possible to check whether all theoretically possible situations have been con-
sidered, that a rule exists for each of them (for example for each of the four cases mentioned in 
Section IV A). However since many practical situations are legally irrelevant this may lead to many 
unnecessary questions. The realm of possibilities can often be limited by considering the intent of 
the law. Suppose that the intent of the law is that no explosive packages should be sent over the 
mail and suppose that preventing this for different types of explosives should lead to different pen-
alties. Since a single blanket rule is not possible, there will have to be a number of rules, for different 
types of explosives. Is there a rule for each possible type of explosive? This can be checked if an 
enumeration (i.e., an ontology) of such type exist. The knowledge that the intent of the law is limited 
to explosive packages makes it unnecessary to consider what should be the law for other types of 

packages. 

VI.  THE ROLE OF AI METHODS, AND HOW FAR SHOULD WE GO? 

There is a very considerable research area whose aim is to study the use Artificial Intelligence 
methods in order to create models of legal thinking (for a brief overview and bibliography, see [2]). 
This work is very interesting, however often these AI methods do not lead to incontestable results, 
since they use heuristics that yield ‘acceptable’ solutions of which there can be several.  

If AI decision heuristics were used to help deciding legal cases, one can think that different 
parties could bring different methods to the table, each arriving at a conclusion coherent with the 
submitting party’s position! For example, could we convict a person because a program concludes 
that the evidence is 90% against him? Probably not if the defence attorney brings about another 
program showing that the evidence is only 40% against. This seems to be hardly worth the trouble, 
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since it would complicate the work of the human judge or jury who would still have to decide 
between the two positions, using human intelligence. 

Using such heuristics would be problematic in the case of e-judgment where a single predictable 
decision must be reached. It appears that in this case it is necessary to use strictly deductive methods 
based on established facts and precisely, consistently formulated law. The existence of these ele-
ments seems to delimit the application area of the approach we are discussing. We can decide to 
step beyond this boundary, but we should understand the implications of this step. 

VII.  E-ENFORCEMENT AND E-PENALTIES 

How to give teeth to e-laws? This does not seem difficult. One can easily see two types of pen-
alties: monetary (fines, reparation) and exclusion, one leading to the other. So an e-party could be 
asked to pay a sum of money, to the plaintiff or to the platform provider, and if it does not pay, it 
could lose its platform or its certificate. Penalties could apply also in cases where a party refuses to 
collaborate in the e-judicial process, e.g., it does not reply within a specified delay. In many cases 
this will need no human intervention.  

E-courts may find their place in legal systems as quasi-judicial bodies, which have power of 
adjudication in limited areas. The decisions of such bodies may be legally enforceable, but may be 
challenged in courts of law. 

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

Availability of evidence. Our initial examples depend on specific information being available 
in normalized and computer-readable format, whenever possible electronically certified or signed. 
For Example 2 a precise agreement is needed, in a normalized and computer-readable format, to-
gether with methods to check whether the terms of the agreement are satisfied, as much as possible 
independent of human intervention. A variety of laws, regulations and best-practice requirements 
go in the direction of making many types of e-business information available in standard formats, 
such as XML.  Making such information available could be, in the future, a prerequisite for obtain-
ing certain types of certification, or for entering certain fields of e-business.  

Right of rebuttal. The defendant must have the right of rebuttal. This can be given by providing 
the defendant with a choice of responses. We have mentioned that for Example 1, the defendant 
airline may be provided a ‘rebuttal template’ to be filled within a deadline, where one of the check 
boxes might say: Bad Weather. 

Witnesses, expert evidence, human intervention. People can be identified over the web: a 
variety of mechanisms exist for this, and others will become necessary for different purposes. Indi-
viduals can be sent templates with specific questions in the form of check boxes. Computer-driven 
consensus processes, even juries, can be implemented in this way. The e-court process will gather 
all information and reach decisions by logic deduction. 

The international picture. With much e-business being international these days, how can these 
systems be made to straddle borders? It seems that, after having proved themselves within the bor-
ders of one country, they could gain the international dimension by the usual mechanisms of stand-
ardization and international agreements. 

IX. LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND 

The existing literature in this general area is extensive. Informal background discussion and ref-
erences on topics related to this paper can be found in [9]. In modern times, the first paper that 
proposed e-judgments was probably the one published by French judge Lucien Mehl in 1959  [12]. 
While the approach proposed in that paper was primitive, Mehl came back to the idea with a paper 
of 1995 [13], discussing areas where partial or total automation of legal judgments would be possi-
ble. Many people have experimented and written on automating legal deduction processes, and a 
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place of honor should be reserved to the pioneering work of Robert Kowalski and Marek Sergot. 
Sartor has authored a book [20] that deals at length with the formal logic of legal reasoning. Surden 
has authored a monograph [22] defining the area of law in which mechanical decision-making may 
be possible. These works contain extensive references to previous literature.  However I am not 
aware of other work proposing the ideas of e-laws, e-courts and e-judgments in e-business contexts. 

In the area of Information Technology, a related concept is the ‘distributed feature interaction 
resolution’[3].  

X. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

We have presented the desirability and feasibility of developing automated systems of e-laws, 
e-regulations and e-judgments, in e-business and other contexts, based on formally specified laws 
and logic deduction. Applications were found in several areas. In the initial stages, such systems 
will not be real legal systems; they will be used mainly in order to attempt quick resolution of 
complaints. However a time when a legal value will be given to them may not be distant: note that 
automatically produced tax assessments already have such value.  

We have seen that some conceptual precedents for such systems can be found in very ancient 
times. More recent legal systems have tended to give importance to the factual and human insight 
of the courts, but we have seen that mechanisms for including human intervention can be imple-
mented in the systems we propose. Today, multi-agent systems can include normative aspects in 
their policies, which essentially have the function of laws. Normative decisions are inferred and 
enforced automatically. 

Is this long-term vision realistic? Technically, it is. From the legal, professional and cultural 
point of view, one can expect resistance. However these systems are along a trajectory in which our 
culture and our society are already engaged. They may need a long evolution, but eventually they 
will be a reality if we remain in the trajectory.  

It has often been said that the use of formal logical deduction in the legal process helps towards 
predictability in the process, which is required for assuring the principle of certainty of law, pro-
posed by Max Weber, among others, as necessary condition for the achievement of economic goals. 
The results of the legal process are more predictable and uniform if the law is logically clear and 
consistent and the decisions are reached by formal logical inference from the law and the established 
facts.  
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